List of Textbooks

**NURS 5043 Advanced Pathophysiology**

*Required*

Online Material: Fitzgerald Pathophysiology Course $629.10/student

*Recommended Text*


**NURS 5053 Research in Nursing**

*Required Texts*


**NURS 5102 Diagnostics Studies/Ambulatory Procedures**

*Required Texts*


**Required Lab Materials**

- **Sim Vivo Suture Kit.** Cost is $47.95 Ordered from: Sim-Vivo

  The Sim*Suture Module will help the learner practice skills of simple interrupted and running suture, instrument tying, vertical mattress sutures, and running subcuticular sutures. As with all our modules, practice outside the simulation lab is encouraged with the availability of all necessary supplies: suture pad (with printed lines to guide placement of sutures), surgical instruments, and suture material. The exercise book provides the opportunity for the learner to practice in any convenient locale. Enough suture material is provided to place over 250 single needle passes.

---

**NURS 5103 Theoretical Perspectives in Advanced Practice**


---

**NURS 5113 Health Assessment for Advanced Practice Nursing**


Shadow Health Advanced Health Assessment DCE: ISBN# 978-0-98-978880-9

---

**NURS 5123 Population Health in Graduate Nursing**

**Required Texts**


---

**NURS 5133 Advanced Pharmacotherapeutics**

**Required**

Online Material: Fitzgerald Pharmacology Course $629.10/student
Recommended Texts

**NURS 5166 FNP Advanced Practice Across the Lifespan; NURS 5182 FNP Advanced Practicum I; NURS 5372 FNP Advanced Practicum II**

Required Texts

**NURS 5283 Roles of the Advanced Practice Nurse**

Required Texts
NURS 5322 Diagnostic Studies in Mental Health Practice

Required Texts
American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-5 (5th ed.).

Recommended Texts
Any lab Manual OR

NURS 5402/5402 Psychiatric Mental Health Advanced Practicum II/Psychiatric Mental Health Advanced Practicum II Clinical

Required Texts
NURS 5366 Psychiatric Mental Health Advanced Practice Across the Lifespan:

Required Texts
*** Note there is one short paperback or e - book I would like for you all to read. The name of the book is “Cut” by Patricia McCormick. I have googled and even found free electronic versions. There will be a discussion assignment utilizing this reading material.


**Same book as last semester/there will be some of the same assigned readings from last semester as well….although focus is different this semester.


**Recommended Texts**
- Any lab Manual OR

***Please note that you must have a current Texas Nursing license by the beginning of Spring semester.***

**NURS 5382/5384 Psychiatric Mental Health Advanced Practicum I/Psychiatric Mental Health Advanced Practicum I Clinical**

**Required Texts**

Same book as last semester/there will be a few assigned readings from prev. semester however, focus is different this semester.


**Any lab Manual OR**
Recommended Texts


**NURS 6843 Evidence-based Practice I**

**Required Texts**  


**Recommended Text**  

**NURS 6853 Evidence Based Practice II**


**Recommended Text**  